
     NEWS IN THE CLASSROOM 
                     One of the goals of NiE is to educate people about their community and 
                     neighbourhood, their country and their world. News gives us a snapshot  
                     of what’s happening. It’s content is revealing and powerful in its meaning.  
                     In the classroom it can be used to promote literacy and real life skills and  
                     encourage reading habits with students. 
                      
 

CLASSROOM IDEAS 
 
       Word of the Day - A student selects a word from the paper to put on the board along with a brief  
       meaning. 
 
       Quote of the Day -  A student selects a quote from the paper to put on the board along with the 
       person who said it. 
 
       Say this - Students use words from headlines to make up a tongue twister to try on the class. 
 
 
         Who Am I? - Students make up a ‘who am I’ from the newspaper and get the class to guess. 
 
 
       Does it make sense? - Students use words cut from headlines or ads to see who can 
       make the longest sentence that makes sense. 
 
       I Spy - Students study a nominated page for a set number of minutes and then turn papers 
      over. They then have to answer questions about the page from the teacher or student. Questions     
      are to see what they can recall eg What colour was the hat the person was weranig? 
 
      Captain Captioning – Students write captions for photographs that appear in the paper. 
 
 
      Changing the story - Students choose a newspaper story and mark three places where they  
      could insert themselves into the story.eg an eyewitness to an incident 
 
       Class Collage – Choose a theme eg fashion, technology, bad-hair day, all smiles, limbs.     
       Students find material from the newspaper on the theme and make up a class collage. Display. 
 
      How embarrassing – Students  look through the newspaper for a story about a newsmaker 
      who probably would not have wanted the news to be printed. What did he or she do that was   
      embarrassing? Could the person have changed the situation or were circumstances out of 
      their control? Explain. 
 
       Very Poetic - From the newspaper, students circle or cut out 20 interesting words. Using all 20  
       words, they have to create an original poem. They may add other words to their poem but the  
       original 20 must be included as well. 
 
      It’s a puzzle – Students look through the newspaper for 20 unfamiliar words then make a 
      crossword puzzle using these words and their definitions. 
 
 


